
 
 
Is it possible to read someone's thoughts by gazing into their eyes? What body language cues can 
we gather just from observing eye movement?  
 
The gaze of a person's eyes can also tell you whether they are in a visual, auditory, kinaesthetic 
(feeling) or self talk mode of thinking. 
 
The visual mode means that the person is supporting their thoughts with images. Eyes will be 
looking upward and left or right depending on if their remembering or creating.  
 
In the auditory mode, thoughts are described as sounds. At these times, the person will be looking 
to the sides. Again, remembering or creating. 
 
In kinaesthetic mode, the person is in their feelings.  
 
In self talk mode.... 
 
Now this chart is for the majority but not everyone. So what you can do is casually ask the person 
questions to test their eye patterns.  
 
How? 
 



Do you remember the shirt I wore last week? 
Do you remember the sound of the Video Game Super Mario? 
How good did you feel when you completed a Level on that game? 
 
For self talk, its can be a little harder. However its not needed. The above questions will quickly 
determine all you need to know.  
 
How to detect if someone is lying to you? 
Well its not 100% that they are lying as you may believe if you watch TV. However if you were to 
imagine this scenario. A child asks their mother if they can go out side. The mother asks the child if 
they asked their father. The childs eye should go to left to remembering that they asked their 
father. If their eyes go straight right or left then right, you could assume they are constructing an 
answer more in their favour.   
 
 
Two more great points to remember:  
 
If you forget the chart, just ask yourself some of those questions and you can feel your eyes pulling 
off in the relevant direction.  
 
Lastly, believe it or not, its hard to look up and feel sad at the same time. Try it. If you ever feel 
really sad, look up at the stars or sun and think about something positive for a quick fix. 
 
Welcome to check out more great stuff on our site, come along to one of our free training nights, 
or call for a free One on One Coaching with NLP consultation. Who knows, there we may talk about 
how these eye patterns work in the business setting, or... with flirting.  
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